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Market reports real estate market Berlin

  


            
  
            Our market reports provide a strong foundation of solid market information for your property decisions. Learn all you need to know about the latest developments in the real estate market in Berlin with us!


Our research team is happy to provide you with market reports on the real estate market on a regular basis. The team works hand in hand with the interdisciplinary network formed by our divisions and locations to provide you with an extensive overview of property-related developments throughout Germany and details of the real estate markets of the largest German cities: Berlin, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Leipzig and Munich.
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Logistics market Berlin


    Q4 2023




            The Berlin logistics market barely developed any momentum in the first half of the year. It was only in the second half of the year that market ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q4 2023




            Berlin, the most popular German investment location, faced a challenging environment in 2023. The capital recorded a transaction volume of just over ...
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Office market Berlin


    Q4 2023




            Demand for office space continues to be affected by the weak economy and the comparatively moderate outlook. With take-up of only 541,000 m² in 2023 ...
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Logistics market Berlin


    Q3 2023




            The take-up on the Berlin logistics market must be considered in a differentiated manner after the first three quarters: On the one hand, the interim ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q3 2023




            Parallel to the nationwide development, many investors in Berlin continue to adopt a cautious approach due to the still incomplete pricing phase: With ...
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Office market Berlin


    Q3 2023




            As expected, take-up in Berlin, as in all other major cities, remains at a very moderate level. At the end of the third quarter, take-up totaled 426 ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q2 2023




            Even though, as expected, the Berlin investment market was unable to match the previous year's result due to the ongoing price discovery phase at mid ...
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Office market Berlin


    Q2 2023




            The momentum on the Berlin office market dropped significantly in the spring. Two factors play a crucial role in this. On the one hand, the market can ...
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Logistics market Berlin


    Q1 2023




            The Berlin logistics market got off to a subdued start to the year with take-up of 55,000 m². The current result is significantly below the record ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q1 2023




            The current difficult market environment caused by the changed financing conditions also affects the Berlin investment market. As in all other ...
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Office market Berlin


    Q1 2023




            Since the end of last year it was already apparent that the weakening economy and rising interest rates as a result of the Ukraine war were having a ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q4 2022




            The Berlin investment market performed strongly in a difficult environment. Although transaction volume was almost 24% lower than in the previous year ...
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Logistics market Berlin


    Q4 2022




            The Berlin logistics market achieved an outstanding result last year with a take-up of 1.02 million m². This means that the German capital not only ...
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Office market Berlin


    Q4 2022




            With a take-up of 773,000 m², Berlin's office market remains at the top nationwide. For the fourth year in a row, the federal capital thus leads the ...
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Logistics market Berlin


    Q3 2022




            For a couple of months now, it was obvious that the Berlin logistics market will achieve a record result this year due to the new Tesla building in ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q3 2022




            Berlin's investment market remains on track despite higher cost of financing and other economic disturbances. With a transaction volume of €6.9 ...
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Logistics market Berlin


    Q2 2022




            With a take-up of 709,000 m², the Berlin logistics market, driven by the Tesla deal, achieved a result in the middle of the year which, even as a full ...
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Office market Berlin


    Q2 2022




            The Berlin office market can boast good key indicators for the first half of 2022. At 364,000 m², take-up is around 8% up on the previous year's ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q2 2022




            Nach einem dynamischen Jahresauftakt hat auch das zweite Quartal nicht an Tempo verloren. Mit einem Umsatz von über 4,6 Mrd. € fällt die ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q1 2022




            The Berlin investment market is off to a dynamic start in 2022. With an investment volume of €2.5 billion, not only did it exceed the previous year's ...
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Office market Berlin


    Q1 2022




            With a total take-up of 185,000 sqm in the first quarter of the year, the result for the Berlin office market is just above the results for the two ...
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Logistics market Berlin


    Q4 2021




            The positive momentum in Berlin's logistics and warehouse market, which has been evident throughout the year, continued in impressive manner in the ...
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Investment market Berlin


    Q4 2021




            In 2021, Berlin's investment market once again proved its attractiveness and appeal as a business and investment location. With an investment volume ...
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Office market Berlin


    Q4 2021




            The Berlin office market carried the dynamic development from the summer months into the last quarter of the year. With 314,000 m², it achieved an ...
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            Do you still have questions? Our comprehensive expertise and market presence nationwide enable us to provide reliable answers to your local and individual questions at any time. Contact us now!
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Inga Schwarz


    
            Head of Research

      
  

  
    
            Als Head of Research leite ich das Research-Team von BNPPRE in Deutschland und blicke auf mehr als 20 Jahre Erfahrung in der Immobilienwirtschaft zurück. In meiner Funktion trage ich wesentlich dazu bei, die bundesdeutschen Immobilienmärkte für Kunden transparenter zu machen. Mit meinem Fokus auf strategisches Research und durch das effektive Erheben sowie die gezielte Analyse von Daten gelingt es mir gemeinsam mit meinem Team, Trends und Entwicklungen frühzeitig aufzuspüren und intelligent zu platzieren. Die Unterstützung der bundesweiten BNPPRE-Transaktionskollegen in ihren Beratungsmandaten gehört darüber hinaus zu meinem Kerngeschäft.
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    +49 (0)40-348 48-103
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